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Overview

“FINCH  -  Financing  impact  on  regional  development  of  cultural  heritage
valorisation” brings together 8 Partners from 7 regions in Europe who are sharing the
same commitment regarding the protection of cultural heritage relying on its potential
impact on growth and jobs, which could lead to long-term social  and economic
benefits.

Cultural  heritage  is  a  shared  resource  and  a  common  good,  but  also  a  common
responsibility. The EU's cohesion policies can be instrumental in promoting the valorisation
of cultural heritage. That’s why seven European regions have decided to join their efforts
to face the challenge of conservation, restoration, valorisation and management of cultural
heritage  with  the  involvement  of  private  actors.  Financing investments  in  heritage  will
assure its conservation in a dynamic and productive perspective, attracting and incubating
new activities, revitalising already existing ones, improving people general wellness and
assuring environmental sustainability.

FINCH project will help partner regions to improve their policies in this field. It will support
the implementation of  light  financial  instruments targeted to  private  actors  and Public-
Private Partnerships and will enable local and regional policies to move towards to more
sustainable models of cultural heritage valorization.

The  purpose  of  this  report  is  to  present  the exchange of  experiences  matured within
FINCH  Partners  and  Stakeholders  as  a  results  of  the  participation  to  the  first  3
Interregional  Workshop  Meetings.  FINCH  Interregional  Workshops  are  organised  and
hosted periodically by FINCH Project Partners and are structured in two moments:

• field visit with presentation of good practices and relevant experiences and models
of conservation, restoration, valorisation and management of cultural heritage 

• peer review amongst workshop participants  with the support  of  FINCH Advisory
Partner, University of Turin.

The 3 Interregional Workshop Meetings (IWM) here presented are:
• 1st IWM hosted by Piemonte Region (Italy) 
• 2nd IWM hosted by Regional Development Agency South-West Oltenia (Romania)
• 3rd  IWM hosted by Regional Council of South Ostrobothnia (Finland)
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1st Interregional Workshop
hosted by Piemonte Region

(Italy)

Biella, November 6th 2018
Turin, November 7th 2018

Workshop overview and pictures are available 
on FINCH Project website at

https://www.interregeurope.eu/finch/news/news-article/3661/1st-in-
terregional-workshop-meeting-in-italy/ 
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Participants:

Partner Name Participant  Name

Piemonte Region Stefania Crotta

Piemonte Region Anna Maria Caputano

Piemonte Region Marcella Minunni

Piemonte Region Jole Magliolo

University of Turin Edoardo Braccio

University of Turin Gabriella Racca

University of Turin Chiara Giachino

University of Turin Chiara Civera

University of Turin Matteo Pignatti

Development Bank of Saxony-Anhalt Claudia Zott

Development Bank of Saxony-Anhalt Birte Zillmann

State Chacellery of Saxony-Anhalt Beatrix Shadenberg

Lodzkie Region Monika Zielińska

Lodzkie Region Dorota Wodnicka

Lodzkie Region Marcin Podgórski
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Regional Development Agency South-West Oltenia Magda Lungu

Regional Development Agency South-West Oltenia Marilena Alecu

Region of Thessaly Eleni Samara

Region of Thessaly Christos Antoniou

Region of Thessaly Stilianos Dimotsios

Regional Council of South Ostrobothnia Eliza Kraatari

Regional Council of South Ostrobothnia Tuija Ahola
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Good practice: Three palaces for culture: Cultural Hub of Biella Piazzo

Author contact information

Name Emanuele Rolando

Email emanuele.rolando@fondazionecrbiella.it

Telephone +39 015 0991868

Your organisation

Country Italy

Region Piemonte

City Biella

Organisation in charge of the good practice

Name of the organisation in 
charge of this good practice

Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Biella (Bank Foundation)

Member of Regione Piemonte FINCH Stakeholder Group

and Palazzo Gromo Losa Srl, operating company to which FCRB has
submitted management of Palazzo Gromo Losa 

Location of the organisation in 
charge

- Via Garibaldi 17, Biella (Italy)

- Corso del Piazzo 22/24, Biella (Italy)

 

Detailed description 

Title of the practice Three palaces for culture: Polo Culturale di Biella Piazzo

Short summary of the practice LEGENDA:

- PGL: Palazzo Gromo Losa

- PF: Palazzo Ferrero

- PLM: Palazzo La Marmora

- FCRB: Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Biella

Three adjacent palaces – PLM, PGL and PF – and the historical vil-
lage of which they are part become a unique space, “Polo Culturale
di Biella Piazzo” (Biella’s Cultural Hub), hosting festivals, exhibitions,
cultural events in a charming union between public place and private
residence, with historical gardens and terraces, connecting the me-
dieval square and the courts, the street and the house museum. A
system project  tied  to  the  rest  of  the  town (Biella  Piano)  and the
whole Biellese aiming for a relaunch of the territory.

www.interregeurope.eu/finch
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Description of the cultural 
heritage

The three palaces were all  born as a noble residence in the Middle
Ages, but their stories throughout the centuries are profoundly different.

PLM:  Until 1989 PLM was only a private residence; since that year it
has been opened to the public hosting business and cultural activities,
in accordance with the format of European heritage open houses. The
palace  preserves  a  collection  of  paintings,  archives  and  ancient
furniture concerning Italian history from Renaissance to XXth century.
PLM historical  phases  can be  read  in  the  garden:  the  predominant
model is the English landscape garden, dating back to the half of the
XIXth century,   but  Sebastiano Ferrero’s  tower  and the  nymphaeum-
terrace  overlooking  Biella  are  signs  of  the  Renaissance  structure
(beginning of XVIth century), not forgetting XVIIIth century greenhouse,
decorated  with  a  ficus  repens  shaped  in  festoons  and  bells.  The
building  has  a  Medieval  structure  and  throughout  XVIth and  XVIIth

centuries was enlarged by many members of the family; today a very
peculiar element is the neoclassical façade built in 1789 and restored in
2016. The palace has always been a property of the founder  family,
whose name now is Mori Ubaldini degli Alberti della Marmora. Business
is  managed  by  the  society  La  Marmora  Meetings,  while  cultural
activities (heritage conservation) are conducted by Ass.  Centro Studi
Generazione e Luoghi.
PGL:  Since the 18th century owned by the Counts Gromo Losa,PGL
was throughout the 20th century the Institute “Beata Vergine d’Oropa”
(BVO)  of  the  Rosminiane’s  nuns,  an  important  reference  point  for
Biellese school system. In 2004 FCRB bought the complex, closed for
years, and promoted a total  restoration with an investment  of more
than € 12 millions, “returning it” to the citizenship as a prestigious loca-
tion for events, concerts,  conferences and exhibitions,  as well  as a
“container” of social projects promoting the territory.
PF: PF e PLM have been owned since the origins by Ferrero family,
but they have been protagonists of different events as a consequence
of the dynastic history of the Ferrero family, since the 15th century di-
vided  into  two  distinct  branches:  the  Ferrero  Fieschi  Principi  di
Masserano and the Ferrero Marchesi de La Marmora. After the extinc-
tion of the first branch, in the 19th century PF became a La Marmora
property. In 1912 PF was sold to the Municipality of Biella, which gave
it  in  concession  to  the  military  administration  until  1945  and,  later,
used it as lodgings. After an initial partial intervention in the ‘70s, in
2001 the  Municipality  started  an  integral  restoration  of  the  building
transforming it into a cultural and conference centre for youth activi-
ties. Since 2017 it has been in charge for management ATS “Palazzo
Ferrero Miscele Culturali”.

The background of the practice For many years disadvantaged by the shift of commercial activities to
the lower part of the town (in particular the southern area) with a con-
sequent chronic loss of appeal, the historic village of Piazzo waited for
a long time for an occasion of relaunch. Moreover Biella didn’t have a
multifunctional centre of prestige inside the  city.  Finally,  while PLM –
opened to  the public since 1989 – had preserved its own charm and
consequently a tourist and cultural appeal, PF and the ex BVO Insti-
tute represented two value immovable properties in the heart of Biella
in poor conservation conditions.

www.interregeurope.eu/finch
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The objective and needs of the 
proposed practice

PLM:  Since  1989  PLM  has  hosted  both  public  and  private  cere-
monies, cultural events like concerts, conferences, conventions, exhi-
bitions  and  even  galas.  In  1998  Francesco  Alberti  La  Marmora
founded Osservatorio  Beni Culturali  e Paesaggio del  Biellese,  com-
prised of more than twenty associations members thant organised in
the palace their  activites  and meetings promoted by  European net-
work Civilscape. Since 2012 Centro Studi Generazioni e Luoghi has
been  member  of  ICOM  House  Museums  Commision  and  in  2014
hosted its General Assembly. Since 2016 PLM has organised a pro-
gram of cultural events called FestivaLungo.
PGL: The acquisition and the restoration of PGL from FCRB allowed
the complex to “come back to a new life”, without abandoning its his-
toric educational and social mission.
In fact PGL hosts some important entities of the territory like Centro
Aiuto alla Vita, Accademia Perosi e Fondazione Angelino (educational
workshops).
PF: Similarly also the restoration and the reopening of PF has allowed
to several excellence entities of the territory, like Biella Jazz Club, con-
temporary art association BI-BOx Art Space and Società Musicale “G.
Verdi – Città di Biella, to have a prestigious establishment in Biella Pi-
azzo, enriching its cultural life with their activities.

The concrete activities 
implemented 

PLM:  The building has been subject to restriction by Soprintendenza
per i  Beni Architettonici  e  Paesaggistici  del  Piemonte since 1908.  In
1988  Francesco  e  Silvia  Alberti  La  Marmora  decided  to  equip  the
monumental  rooms of  the  palace for  public  activities  and realised a
heating system, lavatories, a kitchen room for restaurant and catering
activity. Similarly, in 1992, also XVIIth century stable area was equipped
in  the  same  way  and  a  heating  system was  realised  in  the  winter
garden.  Between  2003  and  2006  thanks  to  a  subsidy  by  Regione
Piemonte (ex legge 18 2003-2006), supplied for 2006 Winter Olympics
Games  in  Turin,  three  apartments  in  the  area  Le  Scuderie  were
restored as holiday houses. Between 2016 and 2018 also XIXth century
stable area was equipped with  bathrooms and heating system. In 2016
and  2017  were  restored  the  neoclassical  façade  facing  Corso  del
Piazzo,  the  main  courtyard  and  the  great  staircase.  In  2017  the
neoclassical great  hall  frescoed by Galliari  brothers on the first  floor
was opened to visits and exhibitions.
PGL:  First  indoor  works  began  in  2005.  The  building  is  subject  to
restriction by Soprintendenza per i Beni Architettonici e Paesaggistici
del Piemonte because of its specific historical and artistic value. Real
restoration started in 2007 dividing works into various sections. The ex-
gymnasium was transformed in a modern Auditorium with 144 seats.
The terrace was redoubled in order to get a large space for outside
events. The garden, element of great value in the complex realized by
a private patron, is inspired by historical Italian gardens. In 2014 in the
basement  floor  were  inaugurated  elegant  spaces  for  exhibitions  of
more than 120 m on 250 sq m.

PF: After a first partial work in the 1970’s, in 2001 the Municipality of
Biella started a whole restoration of the building, whose aim was to
transform in a centre for culture and young activities. From 2007 to
2016 the management of the complex has been entrusted to Stalker
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Teatro Company,  while  in 2017 was founded  ATS  “Palazzo Ferrero
Miscele Culturali”, made up of UPB Educa, Centro Studi Generazioni
e Luoghi, Accademia Perosi, Associazione Bi Young e Consorzio So-
ciale  Orizzonti,  whose  aim  is  making  PF a  cultural  centre.  On the
ground floor PF has an Auditorium with 130 seats, which can also be
used for  exhibitions  and  temporary  events,  and a  room for  civilian
marriages;  on the first  floor  there are four  rooms for  exhibitions for
more than 120 m on 400 sq m. In the entrance there is a corner with
books and catalogues on sale, as well as exhibitions related merchan-
dising, events inside the complex and in general the  territory.  In the
portico there is a coffee bar. Outside areas are suggestive, consisting
of the palace garden, a playground and a green walk descending up
to Biella Piano along Costa di San Sebastiano.

Resources needed and source of
funding

PLM: The first intervention of technical adaptation of monumental ar-

eas (1988-1990) cost £ 150.000.000, while stable and winter garden

restoration (1992-1994) cost £ 30.000.000. Works for holidays houses

(2003-2006)  cost  £  132.000.000  (£  79.000  by  Regione  Piemonte);

XIXth  century  stable  area  (2016-  2018)  intervention  cost  €  25.000.

Façade  restoration,  courtyard  and  staircase  restoration  (2016-2017)

was led by the administrative  entity   called  “Condominio     Ferrero

della Marmora” and paid by all the co-owners. Besides these extraordi-

nary interventions to adapt spaces to new functions there are two other

categories  of  cost:  the  ordinary  maintenance  and  the  extraordinary

maintenance (ex. the progressive remake of the roofs). To these must

be added the upkeep of the garden.
PGL: The total investment by FCRB was more than € 12.000.000, in-
cluding the acquisition. The restoration engaged more than thirty com-
panies, all from Biella, in addition to designers, architects and FCRB
staff.
PF: The restoration promoted by the Municipality of Biella cost about €
7.000.000.

Financial instrument PLM: Since 1990 in PLM has worked the society La Marmora Meet-
ings, founded to manage the organisazion of events, galas and cere-
monies, work seminars, conventions and conferences, as well as the
rent as holiday houses of three furnished apartments inside the com-
plex. In 2005 was founded the Association Centro Studi Generazioni e
Luoghi, supported by the family, which occasionally receives subsidies
from Regione Piemonte, State and banking institutions for projects of
conservation and heritage promotion; it is a no-profit enetity that safe-
guards archival fonds of several periods and origins and a historical-
artistic heritage consisting of paintings, photographies, relics and a li-
brary.
PGL:  For the restoration of PGL FCRB invested its own patrimonial
resources. For some interventions Soprintendenza per i Beni Architet-
tonici e Paesaggistici of Piedmont allowed interest-rate subsidy for a
cost of € 710.466,05  (D.L.vo 42/2004 art. 37). Therefore, since the
date of disbursement  of the related loan,  Soprintendenza has been
regularly reimbursing the interest paid in advance by FCRB on the ba-
sis of related amortisation plan totalling € 297.035,28.

www.interregeurope.eu/finch
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Currently  FCRB financial  commitment  for  management  and cultural
planning (exhibitions and events) of PGL is about € 250.000 per year.

In 2016 FCRB finally  formed an operating company called “Palazzo
Gromo Losa Srl” to which entrusted the management of the property. In
addition  to  a  more  efficient  management  of  FCRB cultural  projects,
which  in  this  way  can  also  provide  for  takings  (ex.  tickets  to  an
exhibition),  still  in  order  to  amortize  the  considerable  costs  for  the
maintenance of the complex, the new society increased PGL spaces
profitability,  when considered possible and appropriate,  renting them
out to institutions, companies, organizations and private citizens.

PF: The creation of ATS “Palazzo Ferrero Miscele Culturali” permits a
large degree of flexibility to get subsidies by public institutions, bank-
ing foundations and private sponsors.
Under this synergy a cartel of entities of the territory also obtained a €

250.000 funding by Compagnia di San Paolo.
Main objective of the project is the realization of a competitive territo-
rial  cultural  system, in particular  through the structuring of physical
and virtual itineraries connecting Biella Piazzo with Biella Piano and
focusing on the rediscovery of Biella Renaissance through the figure
of Sebastiano Ferrero in a visual dialogue with San Sebastiano com-
plex in Biella  Piano,  built  by Ferrero family at the beginning of the
XVIth century.

Public Private Partnership

The creation of Polo Culturale di Biella Piazzo is based on collabo-
ration between public and private to chase a common purpose: the
raising of the historic village and in general of the city and its terri-
tory. Two palaces out of three – PGL e PLM – are in fact private
properties (FCRB is a private entity), while PF belongs to the Muni-
pality of Biella. Moreover FCRB has accepted in turn the proposal of
a private patron from Biella to create and maintain an Italian garden
at his own expenses in the green area of PGL. Since its inaugura-
tion in 2012 the garden has represented a factor of great attraction
for visitors. In 2018 both PGL and PLM garden adhere to the impor-
tant network Grandi Giardini Italiani.

Timescale (start/end date)

PLM: Opened to the public since 1989 | Adaptation and restora-
tion works: 1988-1990, 1992-1994, 2003-2006, 2016-
2017, 2016-2018

Restoration of PGL: 2005-2015

Restoration of PF: 2001-2007

Evidence of success (results 
achieved)

In addition to the House Museum that PLM had opened to the public
thirty years earlier thanks to its collections, in 2015 PF e PGL started
their  cultural  activity  in  Biella  Piazzo,  creating a mixture that  com-
bines visits to the permanent historic heritage and a rich program of
temporary exhibit events. The three palaces are today an important
cultural pole, widely recognized by the territory as a prestigious loca-
tion for important exhibitions and high-level events. The three com-
plexes  make  available  elegant  rooms  for  exhibitions,  conventions
and  conferences,  auditoriums  for  concerts  and  shows,  spaces  for
meetings, educational workshops and wine-and-food events as well
as green areas. In four years of activity (2015-2018) the only exhibi-
tions  of  PGL have been visited  by  around 38.000 people  (almost
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6.000 students) for a total of 15 events.
Among the most important exhibitions realized in Polo Culturale di
Biella  Piazzo  there  are  Henri  Cartier-Bresson.  Collezione   Sam,
Lilette e Sébastien Szafran. La Fondazione Pierre Gianadda a Biella
(2016), Darwin. L’universo impossibile narrato da Dario Fo con dipin-
ti e pupazzi (2016), Terre di Uomini. Adams, Shore, Goldblatt, Ghirri,
Basilico e altri 22 grandi fotografi raccontano il paesaggi in collabora-
tion with Fondazione Modena Arti Visive (2017), Viaggio – Orizzonti,
frontiere,  generazioni  (2017-2018),  Futurismo  within  the  project
100% Italia  of Museo Ettore Fico of Turin, in addition to Selvatica –
Arte e Natura in Festival  (since 2015),  “container”  event  which al-
ways connects Biella Piazzo to Biella Piano. Among the events must
be noted Fatti ad Arte, Assaggioanordovest, Bolle di Malto and Festi-
vaLungo.
The cultural relaunch of Biella Piazzo is still an ongoing project in col-
laboration with the Munipality of Biella (ex. modernization of the his-
toric  funicular  railway,  now  free,  and  renewal  of  Piazzo  parking
through the BAU project - Biella Arte Urbana by Associazione Stile
Libero in collaboration with BI-BOx Art- Space) in a constant dialogue
with Biella Piano, in particular with Museo del Territorio Biellese.
The three palaces’ spaces – especially PGL PF – are lastly regularly
requested by institutions and local associations for events enriching
cultural life of the village.

Challenges encountered 
(optional)

Potential for learning or transfer
The synergy between institutions, FCRB, associations and private en-

tities allowed through a territorial system with a combined communica-

tion strategy to “figure out” an ambitious purpose like the relaunching

of Piazzo historic village, that wouldn’t have been within the reach of

an individual entity.

Further information
https://www.palazzoferrero.it/repo/downloads/ALBUM-POLO-BA_775b2e704d_.pdf 

(in italian)

www.interregeurope.eu/finch
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Peer review

Description of 
the good prac-
tice

Score 
5- very 
good,  4- 
good,  3-
neutral, 2- 
poor, 1- 
very poor, 
NA- not 
applicable

Potential weakness and 
strengths identified 

Recommendations for im-
provements 

The background 
of the practice, 
objective and 
needs of the 
proposed practice

Strengths:
- Cluster of three 

palaces
- Strong motivation
- A person linked to a

place
- Family, charisma of

a man, 
motivation

- Mixing of public 
and private 
ownership and 
different 
generation/needs

Weakness:
- Hard to copy this 

model
- Too much 

dependent on a 
men

- diff

Complex partnership and 
difficulty of management 
is both a strength and 
weakness

- Support people to 
connect to the 
place

- Write out structure 
of management 
between the three
palaces

- To overcome the 
problems it can 
be designed a 
clear and long-
term 
management 
system that could 
also deal with 
private/public 
ownership 
problems

The concrete 
activities 
implemented, 
resources and 
source of funding

Strengths:
- Youth cultural 

activities
- Complementary 

activities

- youth cultural 
activities should 
be continuous

- a common 
management 
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- Open garden
- New available 

spaces for public 
use and 
enjoyability 

- Commitment of La 
Marmora private 
ownership 

Weakness:
- Accessibility
- Too similar in 

purposes/offers

The interconnection of the
three palaces is seen both
as good and bad

should define a 
specific role 
attitude/attractive
ness (different 
audiences) for 
each asset 
without forgetting 
the three sites are
“fingers of the 
same hand”

Financial instru-
ments and/or 
public-private 
partnership used

Score Appropriateness, suitability 
and effectiveness 

Recommendations for im-
provements

Financial 
instrument

- Need of a written 
contract between 
the three actors

- Possible use of 
ERDF

Public Private 
Partnership

- Need of strategies 
and monitoring of 
PP 
relations/partners
hip

- Definition of a 
clearer project 
that goes beyond 
building 
refurbishment

Potential for 
learning or 
transfer

Score Weakness Strengths

- Uniqueness
- Originality of place 

and person

- Strong engagement
- Defined vision
- Use of cultural 

www.interregeurope.eu/finch
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- A clear project is 
not perceived

heritage
- Public and private 

partnership in the 
field of cultural 
heritage

Please answer the following questions concerning the good practice

Does the good practice show 
any innovation? Technical, 
environmental, social, 
economic innovation…

Social innovation (in the approach): young people in 
old rooms, young people in a new room in an old 
building;

Which aspect does this good 
practice improve compared to 
other existing practices?

Strong vision and strong motivation behind the 
initiative in the first phase; bottom-up approach;

An innovation related to the surrounding 
territory/community in order to enhance territorial 
touristic attractiveness

Which aspects did this good 
practice support the most? 
Cooperation, specific technical 
innovation, process innovation,
creation of jobs, financial 
sustainability…

Young people being engaged in different activities

www.interregeurope.eu/finch
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Good practice: Enhancement of Exilles Fortress 

Author contact information

Name Anna Maria Caputano

Email finch@regione.piemonte.it

Telephone

Your organisation

Country ITALY

Region PIEMONTE REGION

City TORINO

Organisation in charge of the good practice

Name of the organisation in 
charge of this good practice

REGIONE PIEMONTE

Location of the organisation 
in charge

ITALY, PIEMONTE REGION, TURIN

Detailed description

Title of the practice ENHANCEMENT OF FORTE DI EXILLES (TO)

Short summary of the practice Redevelopment of the compendium  named Palazzo Callori with high
potential  for  attractiveness  in  order  to  make  it  attractive  for  a
management characterized by an innovative managerial governance
capable of activating the financial resources of the territory. 

Description of the cultural 
heritage

The  Fort  of  Exilles  is  one  of  the  most  interesting  historical
architectural  complexes of  the Valle  di  Susa and was one of  the
most  important  defensive  systems  of  Piedmont.  In  the  sixteenth
century the castle was used as a bastion fortress and was rebuilt
between  1818  and  1829  by  the  King  of  Sardinia.  The  fort  was
disarmed  in  1915  but  continued  to  be  used  as  a  depot  and
recruitment center during the Second World War, permanently losing
all military function at the end of the conflict. Actually the property
the Fort falls within the municipality of Exilles.

The background of the 
practice

In  2016,  Regione  Piemonte  has  initiated  the  proceeding  for  the
purchase  of  the  Fort  in  the  context  of  a  program  for  the
enhancement and cultural development of the Fort, in compliance
with  Italian  Government  and  the  Ministry  of  Heritage,  Cultural
Activities and Tourism,  in line with the Code of Cultural Heritage. In
order  to  this,  the  Piedmont  Region  has  prepared  a  program  of
cultural enhancement concerning the Fort.  An integral part  of  this
Program  is  the  definition  of  the  procedure  for  granting  the
enhancement of the complex to private parties. 

www.interregeurope.eu/finch
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The objective and needs of the
proposed practice

The needs the practice aims to satisfy are:
• the recovery of historical and architectural features;
• tourist  development  of  the  part  of  the  valley  in  which  it  is

located; even thought the Fort is scenically dominant located
it  is  peripheral  to  the  major  phenomena  of  economic
development of the Bassa and Alta Valle di Susa;

• the  refunctionalization  of  the  Fort's  spaces,  confirming  the
broader strategy of coordination of the "Forte system“;

• stimulate the connection with the territory (Val di Susa)
• to  make  it  financially  self-sustainable,  as  an  “unmissable”

regional  tourism  site,  and  a  privileged  destination  within
sustainable tourism routes.

The concrete activities 
implemented 

Regione Piemonte intends to activate a public  procedure for the
granting of use of the complex to third parties for the realization of
a  project  of  management  of  the  asset  that  ensures  its  proper
conservation, as well  as the opening to public  use and the best
financial  and economical  result.  For  this  purpose,  the  Piedmont
Region has decided for a procedure of “concession of valorization”.
With this procedure, the Region intends to identify suitable subjects
to  whom  to  entrust  the  concession  for  the  establishment  of
activities that enhance the Fort ensuring the constant maintenance
of the properties related to it; in compliance with the charges and
requirements that will be issued. 
In  fact,  the  concessionaire  must  undertake  to  guarantee  the
accessibility and public enjoyment of the property, in consideration
of its historical-artistic and landscape value, also according to the
indications given by the competent peripheral offices of the Ministry
of cultural activities and tourism. 
The duration of the concession (between a minimum of ten years
and  a  maximum  of  fifty)  must  be  commensurate  with  the
achievement of the economic-financial balance of the investment
plan and the related management, which will be assessed by the
competent  offices  in  the  race.  Likewise,  the  definition  of  the
economic conditions of management will be subject to a technical
assessment,   taking  account  of  the  investments  made  by  the
concessionaire and the particular type of property.

Resources needed and source
of funding

At the moment is  not  possible specify the amount of  funding or
financial resources required to set up and to run all the practice.

Financial instrument

Public Private Partnership

Timescale (start/end date) The practice is still on going 
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Evidence of success (results 
achieved)

Why is this practice considered as good? Please provide evidence
that  demonstrates  its  success  or  failure  (e.g.  measurable
outputs/results).

Challenges encountered 
(optional)

The main challenges are:
•  the real estate complex adapts to different possible scenarios

of  valorization:  cultural  and  social  activities,  educational,
tourist-receptive, commercial, restaurants.

•  re-launch of  the cultural  activities considered connected to
the  relaunch  of  the  tourism  sector,  as  promoters  of  the
expansion of the productive base and the competitiveness of
the Piedmontese economy.

Potential for learning or 
transfer

In Piemonte region there are forts, military castles  and structures
which  are  cultural  heritage  and  for  which  additional  resource
acquisition  circuits   can  be  activated  in  order  to  maximize
investments and planned strategies.

Further information Link to where further information on the good practice can be found
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Peer review

Description of 
the good prac-
tice

Score 
5- very 
good,  4- 
good,  3-
neutral, 2- 
poor, 1- 
very poor, 
NA- not 
applicable

Potential weakness and 
strengths identified 

Recommendations for im-
provements 

The background 
of the practice, 
objective and 
needs of the 
proposed practice

Strengths:
- The wider use of 

the asset

Weakness:
- Location isolated 

and big size of 
the estate

- Difficult to find 
private actors 
with enough 
resources for 
such project

- To look at others 
similar examples 
(Fort of Bard)

- Not to forget the 
cultural 
background and 
public interest of 
the asset just for 
the money or 
private interest

The concrete 
activities 
implemented, 
resources and 
source of funding

Weakness:
- maintenance

- to get in touch with 
stakeholders 
related to gaming 
(role playing) or 
interested in this 
peculiar setting 
(film commission)

- to exploit a “fortress
route” including 
nearby similar 
assets

Financial instru-
ments and/or 
public-private 
partnership used

Score Appropriateness, suitability 
and effectiveness 

Recommendations for im-
provements

Financial 
instrument

- Possible use of 
ERDF
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Public Private 
Partnership

How far the private entity 
can go? 
Is there a real limit to the 
private proposal?

Potential for 
learning or 
transfer

Score Weakness Strengths

Please answer the following questions concerning the good practice

Does the good practice show 
any innovation? Technical, 
environmental, social, 
economic innovation…

Which aspect does this good 
practice improve compared to 
other existing practices?

Which aspects did this good 
practice support the most? 
Cooperation, specific technical 
innovation, process innovation,
creation of jobs, financial 
sustainability…

Creation  of  jobs,  rehabilitation  of  the  buildings
environmentally  sustainable;  cross-fertilisation  of  the
economic/environment  business;  cross  fertilisation  of
different activities (culture, sport)
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Good practice: Enhancement of Callori Palace

Author contact information

Name Anna Maria Caputano

Email finch@regione.piemonte.it

Telephone

Your organisation

Country ITALY

Region PIEMONTE REGION

City TORINO

Organisation in charge of the good practice

Name of the organisation in 
charge of this good practice

REGIONE PIEMONTE

Location of the organisation in
charge

ITALY, PIEMONTE REGION, TURIN

Detailed description 

Title of the practice ENHANCEMENT OF PALAZZO CALLORI IN VIGNALE MONFERRATO
(AL)

Short summary of the practice Redevelopment of the compendium  named Palazzo Callori with high
potential  for  attractiveness  in  order  to  make  it  attractive  for  a
management  characterized  by  an  innovative  managerial  governance
capable of activating the financial resources of the territory. 

Description of the cultural 
heritage

The building was based on medieval ruins and, between the nineteenth
and  twentieth  centuries,  numerous  modifications  were  made  to  the
original  structure  that  determined  its  current  configuration.  It  was
purchased by the Region in  1976.  The previous owner  were Counts
Callori  Family members of the Monferrato aristocracy. The building is
included  in  the  UNESCO  system  of  Piedmontese  wine  landscapes:
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato. The prestigious regional Enoteca was
located inside. The building also hosts international cultural events such
as “Festival di Vignale Danza”.

The background of the practice Palazzo  Callori  is  closed  since  2008  for  refurbishment  works  not
completed due to lack of resources. Furthermore the Enoteca has been
transferred  and  the  cultural  events  have  been  reduced  or  lost  in
importance. Regione Piemonte needs to find a different destination or
solutions of the building such as planning a historical and cultural visit
and development of the Callori Family archive. 

The objective and needs of the The needs the practice aims to satisfy are
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proposed practice • enhance and grow Palazzo Callori touristic vocation 
• allow  the  financial  and  economic  self-sufficiency  of  the  overall

management
• connection with the territory 

There is a strong presence of associations of the territory linked to food
and wine tourism.
Presence  of  previous  cooperation  mechanisms  between  public  and
private entities present in the reference territory.

The concrete activities 
implemented 

The practice is still on going

Resources needed and source of
funding

To complete and preserve initial interventions
Budget : 3.000.000,00 € - ERDF Funds

Financial instrument

Public Private Partnership CALL for MANAGEMENT
Selection of a private partner to manage the asset
according to RP cultural project

Timescale (start/end date) The practice is still ongoing 

Evidence of success (results 
achieved)

Why is this practice considered as good? Please provide evidence that
demonstrates its success or failure (e.g. measurable outputs/results).

Challenges encountered 
(optional)

The main challenges are:
• to  boost  the  integration  between  cultural  excellences,  the

landscape and the local economic system; 
• re-launch  of  the  cultural  activities  considered  connected  to  the

relaunch of the tourism sector, as promoters of the expansion of
the productive base and the competitiveness of the Piedmontese
economy;

Potential for learning or transfer In  Italy  there are properties owned by the regions which are cultural
heritage and for  which additional  resource acquisition circuits can be
activated in order to maximize investments and planned strategies.

Further information
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Good practice: OGR – Officine Grandi Riparazioni

Author contact informa-
tion

Name Marco Selo

Email marco_selo@fondazionecrt.it

Telephone 0115065385

Your organisation

Country Italia

Region Piemonte

City Torino

Organisation in charge of the good practice

Name of the organisation in 
charge of this good practice

Fondazione CRT (Bank Foundation)
Member of Regione Piemonte FINCH Stakeholder Group

Location of the organisation in 
charge Italia, Piemonte, Torino 

 

Detailed description 

Title of the practice OGR - Officine Grandi Riparazioni

Short summary of the practice The project started with the restoration and the redevelopment of the
Officine  Grandi  Riparazioni,  an imposing  late  XIX century  industrial
complex. Immersed in the urban centre, it arises today as the meeting
place between exhibitions, performances, concerts, theater and dance
events, workshops, start-ups and innovative enterprises.

Description of the cultural 
heritage

The OGR (Officine Grandi Riparazioni) are a former nineteenth century
industrial  'cathedral'  in  the  heart  of  Turin.  This  majestic  industrial
complex, founded in 1895 - at the time the largest in the city covering
190,000 m2 with 2,000 employees - has been a protagonist  of  urban
growth  for  a  century,  representing  an  excellence  in  the  field  of
construction  and  maintenance  of  trains.  During  World  War  II,  the
complex was bombed three times causing major damage where most
of  the pavilions  and warehouses  were  destroyed.  In  the  1990s,  the
building was gradually converted into a warehouse, following changes
in repair requirements. This process led to the closure  of  the facility,
which saw the exit of the last rolling stock in April 1992 after a century
of work: the abandonment and degradation almost led to their planned
demolition, then fortunately avoided. The OGR are a rare example of
industrial reconversion in Europe, with three 'souls' that fit together like
an  ecosystem:  contemporary  culture,  innovation  and  business
acceleration, food and wine.
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The background of the practice In 2013, Fondazione CRT acquired the area and started its redevel-
opment.  The  objective: to transform the former Railway Workshops
into new Workshops for ideas, creativity and innovation, in order to
give back to the city an area open to the world, capable  of  creating
value and generating a strong cultural, social and economic impact.
Not a 'container'  of  events, but a laboratory  of  experimentation and
contemporary production, a 'sounding board' for territorial excellences
in  connection  with  international  excellences.  The redevelopment  of
the huge industrial area of the OGR was a challenge. The urban plan-
ning process played an important role in assisting residents  as  they
inventory  and explore  their  community  context,  in  terms  of  culture,
history, economic and social impact.  This role  was  strengthened by
collaboration with other stakeholders, such  as  artists  or  representa-
tives from cultural institutions, university and business companies.

Art, culture, educational and innovative technology are particularly
suited to capture, help  and improve citizens understanding  of  their
community. The OGR present a participatory approach to the enter-
tainment activities, business world and society.

The objective and needs of the 
proposed practice

The aim of the OGR Project is to create a place where the experimen-
tation of new design can be integrated with activities aimed at the pub-
lic, offering unique experiences and capable of creating conditions to
stimulate the development and growth of the cultural, social and eco-
nomic capital of our territory.
Specifically, the north wing of OGR has the aim of creating activities in
the fields of design, cultural production and communication in perform-
ing arts, music, literature, contemporary art, and creativity with the fur-
ther aim of empowerment and social inclusion through cultural activity
(Social Community Theatre, exhibition projects with intercultural con-
tents).  The OGR also has the objective  of  promoting  scientific  and
technological research with the aim of creating an attractor of national
and international interest in the scientific and technological fields, in-
cluding the promotion of technology transfer to businesses.

The concrete activities 
implemented 

The Officine Nord is dedicated to the arts and culture in all their forms,
(exhibitions, shows,  concerts - from classical  music to electronics  -
theatre, dance, immersive virtual reality  events). Events change ac-
cordingly and are marked by the cross-cutting nature of contents and
audiences. The space of the Officine Nord is divided into:

• “Sala Fucine” equipped with a variable height stage
and movable grandstands for performing arts.

• “Duomo”,  a 19 meters  high hall,  used for  seminars,  work-
shops and conferences.

• The exhibition area (Tracks1,2,3) dedicated to visual arts.

The Officine Sud (which will open at the beginning of 2019) will be a
true international innovation hub for scientific, technological and indus-
trial research, with business accelerators, high-tech start-ups set up by
Italian  talents  returning  from Silicon  Valley,  laboratories,  a  Big  Data
center for  philanthropy,  and experimentation with new ideas that will
also be useful for proposing creative content to the public at the Of-
ficine Nord.
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The  link  between  the  two  workshops  is  the  Transept  -  "Snodo"  -
dedicated to another excellence of the territory: food and wine.

Resources needed and source of
funding With a total of 105 million euros spent for the restoration and revival of

the historical and impressive H shaped building, (20,000 square me-

ters, 16m high for a total area of 35,000 square meters), the OGR are

Fondazione CRT’s largest contribution on one single project. The site

involved local companies and employed more than 100 people for one

thousand days, for about 300,000 hours of work.

Financial instrument

In 2012 Fondazione CRT and Fondazione Sviluppo e Crescita - CRT
established the company Società Consortile OGR-CRT with the aim
of buying the OGR structure from the national railway company.

As the OGR is an instrumental body of Fondazione CRT, it was sup-
ported financially with a grant, not an investment of the Foundation’s
endowment.

Today other revenue comes from hosting concerts, exhibitions, income
from the restaurants and the rental of event spaces.

Public Private Partnership In the 2013 the City of Turin, Fondazione CRT and Società Consortile
OGR-CRT drew up an agreement in which the Foundation committed
itself to restore the place and to ensure its public service and usage
on the  basis  of  town-planning  laws.  At  the  beginning  of  2017,  the
agreement was revised in order to increase the number and the type
of  activities  that  would  be  possible  to  carry  out,  including  hosting
young enterprises  and start-ups  to  improve  scientific,  technological
and industrial research. 

No PPP has been adopted for the project management.

Timescale (start/end date)

In  the  2013  Società  OGR-CRT,  specifically  set  up  by  Fondazione
CRT, purchased the OGR and began the great restoration project to
redevelop the historic workshops.

On the 30th of September 2017 OGR opened its cultural activities with

the Big Bang, two weeks of free concerts and exhibitions.

Evidence of success (results 
achieved)

In the first year the OGR has had over 180,000 visitors, hosted 45 con-
certs, 32 events, 5 major Museum projects and 5 festivals.

We  have  realized  and  exhibited  site-specific  works  by  William
Kentridge,  Patrick  Tuttofuoco,  Arturo  Herrera,  Liam Gillick;  we  have
created an exhibition project in collaboration with the main museums of
Turin; we have seen the birth of solo exhibitions by artists from all over
the  world,  such  as  Tino  Sehgal,  Susan  Hiller,  Rokni  Haerizadeh;
heterogeneous protagonists  of  the international music scene - among
them  The  Chemical  Brothers,  Kraftwerk,  Kamasi  Washington,  New
Order, John Cale, Michael Nyman - have followed one another and new
and  important  partnerships  have arisen with  festivals  and places  of
European  culture,  from  Manchester  International  Festival  to  Wiener
Festwochen.

Challenges encountered 
(optional)

The creation of an interdisciplinary space is full of challenges, espe-
cially with the need to find ways for the activities and disciplines to
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nest together. It is a space for experimentation, a space that includes
training and production, shows, exhibitions: a platform of collabora-
tion.

The  Accessibility  is  another  challenge.  So  the  entire  cultural
programming of the OGR is designed for a wide and heterogeneous
audience in terms of age, interests and education, and is  built upon
inclusion, training, accessibility.  The audience cannot be approached
only through the offer of exhibitions or concerts - however wide and of
quality - but must be reached, intrigued, trained and accompanied in a
process of knowledge and study, preparatory or parallel to the cultural
experience itself.

Potential for learning or transfer The  OGR  is  unique  interdisciplinary  project  in  Europe,  therefore  to
replicate  the  project  a  similar  collaborative  approach  would  be
necessary. Alongside this, there would need to be a suitable location
where the project could be housed and the availability of  other local
actors to take part in and contribute actively to the project.

Further information http://www.ogrtorino.it/en
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Peer review

Description of 
the good prac-
tice

Score 
5- very 
good,  4- 
good,  3-
neutral, 2- 
poor, 1- 
very poor, 
NA- not 
applicable

Potential weakness and 
strengths identified 

Recommendations for im-
provements 

The background 
of the practice, 
objective and 
needs of the 
proposed practice

Strengths:
- Strong relation to 

the local 
community

- Multiple destination
of use

- Location inside the 
city context

- The peculiarity of 
the structure

Weakness:
- The peculiarity of 

the structure…

The concrete 
activities 
implemented, 
resources and 
source of funding

Strengths:
- The balance 

between public 
and private use

- The cultural 
understanding/ex
planation of 
contemporary art 
to big audience

Weakness:
- To think to a unique

activity to relate 
to OGR that is 
not already 
exploited in Turin

- To identify better a 
peculiar/specific 
idea for OGR

- To exploit the past 
history of the 
place

- To implement family
oriented activities 
or fixed kids 
areas

- A movie place (with 
specific 
programming 
topic) also in 
relation to city 
commitment to 
movie history and
festivals
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- Become a film 
location

- To spot better the 
location on public 
buses that run 
close to the 
premises

Financial instru-
ments and/or 
public-private 
partnership used

Score Appropriateness, suitability 
and effectiveness 

Recommendations for im-
provements

Financial 
instrument

To get some support from
main  public  stakeholders
e.g. in tax reduction

To  develop  some
“matching  grant”  support
(e.g.  crowfunding  and
grant)  using  a  well
dedicated fundraiser

Public Private 
Partnership

Shareholder  with  the
municipality

Potential for 
learning or 
transfer

Score Weakness Strengths

Please answer the following questions concerning the good practice

Does the good practice show 
any innovation? Technical, 
environmental, social, 
economic innovation…

Social innovation (in the approach): asking for people
choices/preferences  for  future  projects/thematic
activities to be performed.
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Which aspect does this good 
practice improve compared to 
other existing practices?

Which aspects did this good 
practice support the most? 
Cooperation, specific technical 
innovation, process innovation,
creation of jobs, financial 
sustainability…
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2nd  Interregional Workshop
hosted by Regional Development Agency

South-West Oltenia 
(Romania)

Drobeta Turnu Severin, February 26th 2019
                Craiova, February 27th 2019

Workshop overview and pictures are available 
on FINCH Project website at

https://www.interregeurope.eu/finch/news/news-article/5155/
rda-sw-organised-the-2nd-interregional-workshop/ 
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Participants:

Partner Name Participant  Name

Piemonte Region Stefania Crotta

Piemonte Region Anna Maria Caputano

Piemonte Region Marisol Errico

University of Turin Edoardo Braccio

Development Bank of Saxony-Anhalt Luisa Schumann

Development Bank of Saxony-Anhalt Birte Zillmann

State Chacellery of Saxony-Anhalt Beatrix Shadenberg

Regional Development Agency South-West Oltenia Magda Lungu

Regional Development Agency South-West Oltenia Marilena Alecu

Regional Development Agency South-West Oltenia Denissa Ciucu

Regional Development Agency South-West Oltenia Marilena Covrescu

Region of Thessaly Eleni Samara

Region of Thessaly Christos Antoniou

Region of Thessaly Stilianos Dimotsios

Regional Council of South Ostrobothnia Eliza Kraatari

Regional Council of South Ostrobothnia Tuija Ahola
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Good practice: Rehabilitation and preservation of Water Castle

Author contact information

Name RDA SW OLTENIA

Email office@adroltenia.ro

Telephone 0251.412.780

Your organisation

Country Romania

Region South West Oltenia

City Craiova

Organisation in charge of the good practice

Name of the organisation in 
charge of this good practice

Drobeta Turnu Severin City Hall

Location of the organisation in 
charge

Romania, South West Oltenia, Drobeta Turnu Severin

 

Detailed description 

Title of the practice Rehabilitation and preservation of Water Castle

Short summary of the practice Th  The project consists in the rehabilitation and valorisation of Water Castle
(Romania), in order to create a tourist product at European standards,
which can be a unique attraction in the development of travel itineraries
integrated in the national and international cultural network of the Pan-
European corridor. The project was carried out through an agreement
between different administrations (City Hall Drobeta Turnu Severin and
Municipality of Negotin).  

Description of the cultural 
heritage

Through  this  project  were  rehabilitated  national  objective  of  cultural
heritage (the Water Castle), one important objective of cultural heritage
of local interest (the building of Water Castle built in 1913). The Water
Castle,  emblematic  monument  for  the  citizens  from  Drobeta  Turnu
Severin, is related to water supply of Drobeta Turnu Severin municipality
from the Danube.

Until 1905, the water was transported from the fountains of the city, then
from  the  wells  in  Radu  Negru  Square,  wells  fueled  by  wind-driven
engines.  In  1909,  the  city  was decided to  feed the  city  with  Danube
water, decanted and filtered by means of ozone .

Built  in 1914 in medieval style,the Water Castle was designed with a
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central  tower  and  four  reinforced  concrete  turrets  -  initially  used  by
firefighters, it had two superimposed water tanks.

The water castle was inaugurated in 1914, with a central tower and 4
reinforced concrete turrets and dipping two overlaid tanks, serving each
area of the city.

With the development of the city, the castle's storage capacity became
insufficient and a third basin had to be built in 1964.

The background of the practice Since  1980,  the  castle  loses  its  usefulness,  being  used  as  an
administrative office by the water-canal network, since 1985 abandoning
the initial solution to  supply water  with the help of the castle.
Due to its importance in the life of the community, the advantage of the
central location and the special features, patrimony, included in the list of
the historical heritage of Mehedinti County, the municipality decides to
rehabilitate it and transform it into a tourist destination.
Thus, on 15.12.2010, together with the Negotin Municipality (Serbia), the
financing contract for the project "Modernization and conservation of the
water castle" is signed, with a value of 955,681 euro, which proposes to
create a series of vertical spaces with a tourist destination.

The objective and needs of the 
proposed practice

The  aim of the project was to realize a sustainable development  of the
cross  border  area  starting  from common projects  and  actions  of  the
romanian  and  serbian  partners.
The specific objectives of the project are:

- to increase the economic competitivity in the cross border area
- to improve the life quality  for the comunities from cross border

area. The main target group of the project includes Romanian,
Serbian  and foreign tourists.

The concrete activities 
implemented 

Inside,  exhibition  spaces (tourist  information,  exhibition  of  art  objects,
vernissages, museum spaces, recreation-cafés) and a space reserved
for literary cenacles were arranged.

In the upper part, the Water Castle will have a view of the city of Dr.Tr.
Severin,  the  access  being  made  with  an  interior  lift. Creating  a  new
cultural space for the Severin people;
- Increasing the tourist potential in Mehedinţi County, which benefits from
the  existence  of  several  tourist  attractions  with  special  historical
valences.

Resources needed and source of
funding

Total value of the project 955. 681 euro 
Non-reimbursable value 936.567,38 euro
ERDF 812.328,85   euro
National budget  128.238,53 euro
Beneficiary's contribution to the eligible expenditure 19.113,62 euro
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Financial instrument

The project is funded within the Neighbouring Program IPA Romania 
Serbia 2007-2013 through the European Regional Development Fund 
and the national budget. The non-reimbursable financing is up to 98% of 
the total eligible amount of the project. The beneficiary is obliged to 
provide the funds for the payment of its own eligible co-financing in order
to implement the project.

Public Private Partnership No.

Timescale (start/end date) December  2010 – June2012

Evidence of success (results 
achieved)

The  objectives  of  cultural  heritage  were  rehabilitated  and  thus  were
created the premises for the development and diversification of tourism
services, the number of tourists increased, new jobs were created, the
quality of cultural events increased. 

The evidence of success does not rely only on the rehabilitation itself,
but on the social and economic added value, cultural heritage beeing
part of social life and representing an important economic opportunity.  

Challenges encountered 
(optional)

Potential for learning or transfer
The  implementation  of  the  project  “Rehabilitation  an  preservation  of
Water Castle” leads to increased attractiveness of this cultural objective,
of the SW Region and implicitly to the growth of the number of tourists.
Other  similar  objectives  could  benefit  from  this  practice  taking  into
consideration that many unused industrial locations can be transformed
in cultural objectives. 

Further information
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Peer review

Description of 
the good prac-
tice

Score 
5- very 
good,  4- 
good,  3-
neutral, 2- 
poor, 1- 
very poor, 
NA- not 
applicable

Potential weakness and 
strengths identified 

Recommendations for im-
provements 

The background 
of the practice, 
objective and 
needs of the 
proposed practice

Strengths:
- it’s on the national 

list of heritage
- it’s a well known 

symbol of the area

- a pedestrian area 
around tower

- hire more staff

The concrete 
activities 
implemented, 
resources and 
source of funding

Strengths:
- Construction as 

such works well/ 
sounds solid

Weakness:
- The output of 

exhibition is slightly
”motley”

- Plagues are 
needed in English 

- The use of exhibition 
rooms should be more 
organised

- Audio guide would be 
good plus use of QR 
codes

- More information about the
different use of the 
tower in history and 
more information about 
the history of town and 
its name

- Slides about financial 
instruments-financial 
structures

Financial instru-
ments and/or 
public-private 
partnership used

Score Appropriateness, suitability 
and effectiveness 

Recommendations for im-
provements

Financial 
instrument

The city council funds the 
staff&management and 

Permanent co-operation 
with Serbia
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the exhibitions, 

Public Private 
Partnership

There are possibilities for 
that

Potential for 
learning or 
transfer

Score Weakness Strengths

Needs more continuity 
from construction to 
content creation, and a bit 
more of strategic thinking;

Needs for 
graphic&exhibition design 
and interior design

- Collecting of public 
funding;

- Continuous projects
- Permanent cross-

border co-operation
- The tower is highly 

appreciated by 
locals

Please answer the following questions concerning the good practice

Which aspects did this good 
practice improve compared to 
other existing practices? 

- Aspect of co-operation with partners
- Support to local tourism
- It’s a new opening for the city as a tourist 

location
- It “brushes up” the local identity
- strengthen identification with the town

Which aspects did this good 
practice support the most? 
Cooperation, specific technical 
innovation, process innovation,
creation of jobs, financial 
sustainability…

- co-operation
- local community and historic preservation
- Conversation of a technical building into a 

museum
- Change in the function of the building
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Good practice: Iron Gates Region Museum Complex 

Author contact information

Name RDA SW OLTENIA

Email office@adroltenia.ro

Telephone 0251.412.780

Your organisation

Country Romania

Region South West Oltenia

City Craiova

Organisation in charge of the good practice

Name of the organisation in 
charge of this good practice

Partnership between Mehedinti County Council and Drobeta Turnu 
Severin City Hall

Location of the organisation in 
charge

Romania, South West Oltenia, Drobeta Turnu Severin

 

Detailed description 

Title of the practice Rehabilitation of the Iron Gates Region Museum Complex and its 
valorisation as a tourist product

Short summary of the practice The project consists in the rehabilitation and valorisation of Iron Gates
Region  Museum Complex  -  an  historical  cultural  heritage  in  Drobeta
Turnu  Severin  (Romania),  in  order  to  create  a  tourist  product  at
European  standards,  which  can  be  a  unique  attraction  in  the
development  of  travel  itineraries  integrated  in  the  national  and
international cultural network of the Pan-European corridor. The project
was carried out through an agreement between different administrations
(City Hall and County Council). 

Description of the cultural 
heritage

Through  this  project  were  rehabilitated  national  objectives  of  cultural
heritage (the Roman Castrum ruins, the ruins of the Drobeta Thermes ,
the ruins of the medieval church, the medieval fortification on the south-
western  side  of  the  Roman  Castrum)  and  one  objective  of  cultural
heritage of local interest (the building of the Iron Gates Region Museum)
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The background of the practice Old  visiting infrastructure, historical monuments in poor condition, lack
of  modern  facilities  for  the  increasing  number  of  tourists,  insufficient
funds for the rehabilitation works.

The objective and needs of the 
proposed practice

The specific objectives of the project are:
- The rehabilitation of the existing cultural-historical 

infrastructure (the building of the Iron Gates Region 
Museum) and its development through a 
multifunctional  pavilion  (Lapidarium,  the  Conference  and
Symposiums Hall; exhibitions etc.); 

- A strong development of tourism infrastructure 
especially through restoration of the Roman civilization 
elements  (Drobeta  Castrum,  the  Roman  thermaes  and  the
restoration of a Roman Theater) but also the medieval ones (the
medieval fortification and the church ruins); 

- The  access  facilities  to  the  cultural-historical  heritage  of  the
museum through the establishment of a visiting route and the
assurance of all necessary services and equipments

The main  target  group of  the  project  includes Romanian and foreign
tourists.

The concrete activities 
implemented 

The main rehabilitation activities reffers to:
 The access ways
 The exhibitions;
The church ruins with counterforts and the medieval Lapidarium;
 The museum building with all its sections;
 The Roman Castrum;
  The Roman Thermes;

 The medieval fortification on the south-western side of  the Roman
Castrum 

Resources needed and source of
funding Total value of the project 53.838.383,46 RON (aprox. 11,45 million euro)

Non-reimbursable value 41.668.069,37 RON
ERDF 36.140.672,41 RON
National budget  5.527.396,96 RON
Beneficiary's contribution to the eligible expenditure 850.368,76 RON
Beneficiary's contribution to the non-eligible expenditure 11.319.945,33
RON

Financial instrument

The project is funded within the Regional Operational Programme 2007-
2013 through the European Regional Development Fund and the 
national budget. The non-reimbursable financing is up to 98% of the total
eligible amount of the project. The beneficiary is obliged to provide the 
funds for the payment of its own eligible co-financing and the non-
eligible expenditures in order to implement the project.

Public Private Partnership No.
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Timescale (start/end date) December  2009 – December 2018 

Evidence of success (results 
achieved)

The  objectives  of  cultural  heritage  were  rehabilitated  and  thus  were
created the premises for the development and diversification of tourism
services, the number of tourists increased, new jobs were created, the
quality of cultural events increased. 

The evidence of success does not rely only on the rehabilitation itself,
but on the social and economic added value, cultural heritage beeing
part of social life and representing an important economic opportunity.  

Challenges encountered 
(optional)

Potential for learning or transfer
Given the fact that the implementation of the project “Rehabilitation of
the Iron Gates Region Museum Complex and its valorisation as a tourist
product “ leads to the attractiveness of this cultural objective, of the SW
Region and implicitly to the growth of the number of tourists, RDA SW
Oltenia undertook some major steps towards the other institutions in the
field,  in  order  to  be  materialized  similar  objectives,  underlining  their
importance  and  necessity.  We  consider  that,  starting  from  the
identification of real needs, this practice has potential for replication in
other regions, as well.

Further information
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Peer review

Description of 
the good prac-
tice

Score 
5- very 
good,  4- 
good,  3-
neutral, 2- 
poor, 1- 
very poor, 
NA- not 
applicable

Potential weakness and 
strengths identified 

Recommendations for im-
provements 

The background 
of the practice, 
objective and 
needs of the 
proposed practice

Strengths:
- Close to the airport
- The new opening 

and the possibility 
of new “products”

- New visiting 
infrastructures

- New discovery 
(amphitheatre and 
roman columns)

- Multiexperience as a 
“plus”: Bulgaria and 
Serbia as partner and 
not as competitor;

- Communication 
approach to attract 
students also with 
IT&digital media;

- More friendly 
approach to young 
students and general 
public

The concrete 
activities 
implemented, 
resources and 
source of funding

Strengths:

- The feasibility study
to match more 
touristic products to
new cultural item

- Bring together more 
items in a more 
organic path

- Collaboration with 
other museums that 
have similar exhibition 
(virtual reality)

- Danubian cruises as a
touristic opportunity

- Communication: use 
of the County brand 
combined with the 
museum logo

- Participation to cultural
fair

Financial instru-
ments and/or 
public-private 
partnership used

Score Appropriateness, suitability 
and effectiveness 

Recommendations for im-
provements
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Financial 
instrument

Actual situation: the 
refurbishment has been 
done only with ERDF 
grant and contribution 
from the County Council, 
plus a grant from the 
Landscape Authority, plus 
money from the County 
for public opening event: 
no private support 
received

Possible future private 
money for private events.

Public Private 
Partnership

None Possible future private 
money for private events.

Potential for 
learning or 
transfer

Score Weakness Strengths
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Good practice: Consolidation, Restoration of Craiova Art Museum

Author contact information

Name Regional Development  Agency  South West OLTENIA

Email office@adroltenia.ro

Telephone

Your organisation

Country Romania

Region South West OLTENIA

City Craiova

Organisation in charge of the good practice

Name of the organisation in 
charge of this good practice

County Council Dolj

Location of the organisation in 
charge

Country, Region, City

 

Detailed description 

Title of the practice Consolidation, Restoration Jean Mihail Palace - Craiova Art Museum

Short summary of the practice Project financed under the Regional Operational Program.

Over  time,  the  building  that  shelters  the  Art  Museum  has  suffered
degradation due to unauthorized interventions, but also due to natural
phenomenon.

Dolj  County  Council,  the  owner  of  the  building,  initiated  and  imple-
mented this project.

The main component of this project was to carry out the consolidation
works absolutely necessary for the building of the museum as well as
the restoration works to highlight the special decorative elements of the
building.

The need for the project "Consolidation, restoration of the Jean Mihail
Palace - Art Museum of Craiova" derives from the need to rehabilitate
and capitalize the historical and cultural heritage of county and regional
importance.

Investments  in  tourism  and  culture  allow  the  benefits  of  tourism
potential  and cultural heritage to be used to identify and consolidate
their  own identity,  to  improve competitive  advantage  in  sectors  with
high  added  value  and  high  quality  and  cognitive  content,  both  in
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traditional markets and in new markets, in training.

The restoration works were made in such a way as to preserve the
original  elements  and  materials,  the  original  elements  of  carpentry,
hardware,  decorations  and  chandeliers  were  restored  and
reconditioned.

Description of the cultural 
heritage

Jean Mihail Palace - The Craiova Art Museum, built at the beginning of
the  last  century,  is  today  one  of  the  most  prestigious  museum
institutions in Romania.

The  Jean  Mihail  Palace  building,  built  at  the  beginning  of  the  last
century following the plans of the French architect Paul Gottereau, at
the request of Constantin Mihail - one of the richest men in Romania at
that  time -  recalls  as a style the French academy,  in which we find
many elements of interpretation quite loose of the late baroque. Upon
construction of the palace were used the highest quality materials and
foreign craftsmen of the highest qualification. The valuable stucco, in
part  gilded,  painted  ceilings,  Murano  crystal  chandeliers,  columns,
Carrara marble stairs, Lyon silk tiled walls, wainscoting, style furniture,
ironware, etc. all make Jean Mihai Palace an universal cultural value. 

The background of the practice Over  time,  the  building  that  shelters  the  Art  Museum  has  suffered
degradation due to unauthorized interventions, but also due to natural
phenomenon.

The richness of the heritage, the frame and the way in which its most
valuable pieces are exhibited, made it a place of special attractiveness
and these are reasons why the Dolj County Council had the intention to
consolidate and restore the Art Museum building in Craiova, in order to
value  the  tourist  potential  of  the  region,  capitalize  the  investment
process in  the region,  thus contributing to the sustainable economic
development of the county and the region.

The objective and needs of the 
proposed practice

The  investment  in  the  consolidation,  restoration  of  the  Jean  Mihail
Palace  -  Craiova  Art  Museum,  a  historical  monument  of  national
importance, one of the main attractions of the region in the practice of
cultural  tourism,  but  also  for  business,  transit  and  entertainment
tourism, will contribute to improve the attractiveness of the South-West
Oltenia  Region  in  the  country  and  abroad  and  the  development  of
cultural, local and regional tourism in order to improve the visibility of
Dolj County, the region and Romania as a whole.

The concrete activities 
implemented 

The main activities carried out were:
• Resistance work
• Restoration and architecture works
• Installation  works:  electrical,  ventilation  (underground),
sanitary, heating
• External landscaping works in the courtyard of the museum
• All  interior  decorative elements  have been restored in  line
with the original ones

Consolidated, restored area -3,368 sqm

Resources needed and source of
funding

The  project  was  funded  under  the  Regional  Operational  Program,
Priority Axis 5 "Sustainable Development and Promotion of Tourism"
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Peer review

Description of 
the good prac-
tice

Score 
5- very 
good,  4- 
good,  3-
neutral, 2- 
poor, 1- 
very poor, 
NA- not 
applicable

Potential weakness and 
strengths identified 

Recommendations for im-
provements 

The background 
of the practice, 
objective and 
needs of the 
proposed practice

Strengths:
- Support  from  the

County
- The museum is on

the  National  list  of
heritage  and  in
National Patrimony

The concrete 
activities 
implemented, 
resources and 
source of funding

Strengths:
- Treasury loans with

low interest rate
- Opportunity  to

increase  the
County budget

- ERDF funding

Weakness:
- Challenges  to

implement  the
work/labour

- The  role  of
legislation  can
impact the situation

- Brand  and  concept
of  “Jean  Mihail”  as
an essential  part  of
the Art Museum;

- Engagement  of  the
visitors  for  the
opening of the new
building

Financial instru-
ments and/or 
public-private 
partnership used

Score Appropriateness, suitability 
and effectiveness 

Recommendations for im-
provements
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Financial 
instrument
Public Private 
Partnership

Potential for 
learning or 
transfer

Score Weakness Strengths

Cross-border  co-operation
within  digitalisation
aspects  (use  of  digital
appliances  /  holograms  /
virtual tours)

Please answer the following questions concerning the good practice

Does the good practice show 
any innovation? Technical, 
environmental, social, 
economic innovation…

Which aspect does this good 
practice improve compared to 
other existing practices?

Which aspects did this good 
practice support the most? 
Cooperation, specific technical 
innovation, process innovation,
creation of jobs, financial 
sustainability…

Cross border co-operation;
Digital appliances
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3rd  Interregional Workshop
hosted by Regional Council 

of South Ostrobothnia
(Finland)

Ähtäri, April 9th 2019
                Seinäjoki, April 10th 2019

Workshop overview and pictures are available 
on FINCH Project website at

https://www.interregeurope.eu/finch/news/news-article/
5425/3rd-interregional-workshop-in-finland/ 
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Participants:

Partner Name Participant  Name

Piemonte Region Stefania Crotta

Piemonte Region Anna Maria Caputano

Piemonte Region Marisol Errico

University of Turin Edoardo Braccio

University of Turin Chiara Giachino

Development Bank of Saxony-Anhalt Claudia Zott

Development Bank of Saxony-Anhalt Birte Zillmann

State Chacellery of Saxony-Anhalt Beatrix Shadenberg

Regional Development Agency South-West Oltenia Denissa Ciucu

Regional Development Agency South-West Oltenia Simona Covrescu

Region of Thessaly Eleni Samara

Region of Thessaly Christos Antoniou

Region of Thessaly Stilianos Dimotsios

Regional Council of South Ostrobothnia Eliza Kraatari

Regional Council of South Ostrobothnia Tuija Ahola

Regional Council of South Ostrobothnia Annika Pollari

Regional Council of South Ostrobothnia Hanna Hangasluoma
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Good practice: Adopt a piece of art – godparenting sculptures in Ähtäri

Author contact information

Name Regional Council of South Ostrobothnia / Eliza Kraatari

Email eliza.kraatari(a)etela-pohjanmaa.fi

Telephone +358 40 4879222

Your organisation

Country Finland

Region South Ostrobothnia

City Seinäjoki

Organisation in charge of the good practice

Name of the organisation in 
charge of this good practice

Ähtäri-Seura / City of Ähtäri Cultural Services

Location of the organisation in 
charge

Finland, South Ostrobothnia, Ähtäri

 

Detailed description 

Title of the practice Adopt a piece of art – godparenting sculptures in Ähtäri

Short summary of the practice The sculpture ‘Upstream waters’, a memorial to the inhabiting of Ähtäri,
was transported as voluntary work from its previous location (in Ähtäri
tourism area) to Ähtäri town centre in 2017. The sculpture involves a
water element that requires water and electricity supplies, and even the
maintaining of the sculpture now relies on volunteering: godparents to
the  sculpture  are  sought  on  an  annual  basis.  The  godparent,  a
corporation, an association or a private person, is responsible for the
keeping  costs  for  a  calendar  year  at  time.  The  City  of  Ähtäri  is
committed to act as the godparent every third year.

Description of the cultural 
heritage

The  sculpture  ‘Upstream  waters’  was  created  by  the  artist  and
professor  Eero Hiironen (1938–2018),  who lived in  Ähtäri.  The work
consists of a seven-metres high steel sculpture that weighs 5 tons and
water pools that are made of concrete and natural stones.
The sculpture pays respect to the ancestors who first came to live in
Ähtäri  area  and  underlines  the  relevance  of  water  ways  for  the
inhabitation to spread to the area. In the medieval times, people known
as the Birkarls used to hunt in the Ähtäri area, the upstreams part of the
Kokemäki River drainage system. For a long time before built roads,
the inland water ways were very important for transport.
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The background of the practice The sculpture was created in 1983 and situated at the Ähtäri tourism
area. Along the decades, the use of that area transformed and was no
longer suitable for the sculpture. For example, the water pumps that go
to the sculpture cloaked from leaves and needles. The Ähtäri-Seura
association that owns the sculpture could not afford the restoration or
the transfer of the work. Project funding was applied for many times,
but in vain. 
Finally, two Ähtäri-based art-enthusiasts and friends of Eero Hiironen
took the transfer of the sculpture to their hearts and created a network
and collected the needed funds by visiting local enterprises in person
explaining their project.
In the end, the sculpture was transferred to its new location fully  as
voluntary work (In Finnish: ‘talkoot’). The sculpture is now seen not only
as a memorial to the inhabiting of Ähtäri but as a proof of local team
spirit and citizens’ will to act for their homestead environment. As such,
the sculpture also stands as homage to the local sense of community.

The objective and needs of the 
proposed practice

The Ähtäri-Seura that owns the sculpture and the City of Ähtäri have
created a mutual contract of renting the land area that the sculpture
requires and of the city standing in as the godparent every third year.
Also, the City of Ähtäri has acquired insurance covering the sculpture.
Volunteering as godparents is compensated through visibility in Ähtäri-
Seura’s social and print media. In addition to this, the godparent can
choose from different cultural treats, such as guided tours in museums
or,  for  businesses,  a  private  occasion  at  the  local  art  centre
(Pirkanpohjan taidekeskus).

The concrete activities 
implemented 

Describe the process followed for practical implementation. Information
about  the  possibility  to  act  as  sculpture  godparent  is  spread  in  the
Ähtäri-Seura  media,  in  local,  areal  and  regional  newspapers,  in  the
brochures about the sculpture and the Water Trail cultural route, and
through personal contacts.

Resources needed and source of
funding

The transfer of the sculpture would have cost ca. 200.000,00 euros if all
parts of the process would have been bought as services. The annual
maintenance costs for the sculpture are 2.500,00 euros.

Financial instrument
Enterprises, associations and private persons have acted as sponsors.
During  the  transfer  process,  enterprises donated also  materials  and
work force, not only money.

Public Private Partnership N/A

Timescale (start/end date) e.g. June 2012 – May 2014/ongoing 
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Transfer of the sculpture in 2017.

The concept of godparenting the sculpture: from 16 June 2018 onward.

Evidence of success (results 
achieved)

Why is this practice considered as good? Please provide evidence that
demonstrates its success or failure (e.g. measurable outputs/results).

The transfer of the sculpture was put to action through voluntary work
(talkoot) and with the help of material and financial donations. External
project funding had been applied for several times, but without success.

The godparenting art concept is at an early stage. First when there is
more  experience  of  finding  godparents  the  practice  can  be  better
assessed. 

Challenges encountered 
(optional)

Please specify any challenges encountered/lessons learned during the
implementation of the practice.

Even more information about the godparenting art concept should be
spread.

Potential for learning or transfer

Please explain why you consider this practice (or some aspects of this
practice) as being potentially interesting for other regions to learn from.
This can be done e.g. through information on key success factors for a
transfer  or  on,  factors  that  can  hamper  a  transfer.  Information  on
transfer(s)  that  already took place can also be provided (if  possible,
specify the country, the region and organisation to which the practice
was transferred).

The Ähtäri godparenting art concept gives to every local citizen (and
others) the possibility to act for bettering living environment and quality
of public places. It is possible that a godparenting year could base on
smaller  donations  by  several  people  (currently  Ähtäri’s  population  is
5.650). This concept is easily transferrable.

Further information

The cultural Water Trail:
https://citynomadi.com/route/2dd1f0860ca9a7073033944ffbfd3bd2&uiL
ang=en
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Peer review

Description of 
the good prac-
tice

Score 
5- very 
good,  4- 
good,  3-
neutral, 2- 
poor, 1- 
very poor, 
NA- not 
applicable

Potential weakness and 
strengths identified 

Recommendations for im-
provements 

The background 
of the practice, 
objective and 
needs of the 
proposed practice

Strengths:
- Cooperation 

between city and 
association

- Citizens’ 
connection with the
monument

- Risk sharing: there 
is a written contract

- Amount of the 
potential 
godparents

Weakness:
- 200 people in the 

association without 
any capacities

- Sponsorship deal’s 
content

- Think wider
- Cost analysis

The concrete 
activities 
implemented, 
resources and 
source of funding

Strengths:
- Transfer of the 

monument
- When you fund it 

you see the results

- Fundraising 
activities:

- Try to involve steel 
or water enterprises

- Sponsorship 
hunting

Financial instru-
ments and/or 
public-private 
partnership used

Score Appropriateness, suitability 
and effectiveness 

Recommendations for im-
provements

Financial 
instrument
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Public Private 
Partnership

Potential for 
learning or 
transfer

Score Weakness Strengths
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Good practice: City of Seinäjoki Cultural Services

Author contact information

Name Regional Council of South Ostrobothnia / Eliza Kraatari

Email eliza.kraatari(a)etela-pohjanmaa.fi

Telephone +358 40 4879222

Your organisation

Country Finland

Region South Ostrobothnia

City Seinäjoki

Organisation in charge of the good practice

Name of the organisation in 
charge of this good practice

City of Seinäjoki Cultural Services

Location of the organisation in 
charge

Finland, South Ostrobothnia, Seinäjoki

 

Detailed description 

Title of the practice Kalevan Navetta – space for cultural services

Short summary of the practice An old red-brick building of 5000 m2, dating to the 1890s and located
near Seinäjoki city centre, is being refurbished as a private investment.
The building is then going to be rented out and serve as space for City
of Seinäjoki cultural service and other parties. 

Description of the cultural 
heritage

Kalevan navetta is a part of Seinäjoki’s built cultural heritage. Because
not much of Seinäjoki’s old built heritage is left, the Kalevan navetta is
one  of  the  rare  samples  of  old  red-brick  buildings  in  the  area.  
The history of the building is connected with the once locally prominent
Östermyra  estate  /  Wasastjerna  family,  who  owned  also  the  area,
where the ‘navetta’ was built. The Östermyra estate went bankrupt in
1890s  and  was  purchased  by  the  estate’s  biggest  creditor,  the
insurance  company  Kaleva.  At  that  time,  the  company  ventured  in
agricultural business and invested in building a large cowshed. But not
long after, the insurance company withdrew from the initiative and left
the cowshed slightly  unfinished.  The name of the building,  ‘Kaleva’s
cowshed’, however, remained.

In 1910s and until the depression of the late 1920s Kalevan navetta
worked as a fabric (baize) production factory and was adjusted and
enlarged accordingly. The factory employed up to 135 people.

In 1933 the building was taken to use by the Seinäjoki Military District
Staff’s use. The building was used as a warehouse, but in the wartime
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also for gathering troops and as the locality of the civil guard. In 1968,
the construction of the main road 67 led to the demolition of some the
District Staff’s premises, but when the staff moved to a new lodging, the
‘navetta’ still  remained as their  warehouse building.  Kalevan navetta
was property of the Finnish Defence Forces until 2007 when it, along
with the surroundings, was acquired by the construction company Peab
Oy.

The background of the practice Kalevan  navetta  is  located  in  the  vicinity  of  the  city  centre  in  the
Itikanmäki area that grew into an industrial area along the 20th century.
The re-designing of the neighbourhood started in 2000 and in 2011 the
industrial area was decided to be developed into an urban area with
apartments and office space. While the other industrial buildings were
demolished, the old Kalevan navetta and the previous military officers’
house have been listed as protected buildings (facades shall  not be
altered). 
Kalevan navetta is an old, large and protected (façade) building. This
sets challenges for the renovation and for the use of the building, but as
a landmark construction it can work for non-residential use. There are
several  examples  of  previous  red-brick  factory  buildings  and
warehouses turned into premises for actors of the cultural field.
At the same time, it has been pointed out that premises of, for example,
the Seinäjoki Art  Hall  are not very purposeful  and a new location is
searched for.
In 2018, Peab Oy sold the Kalevan navetta to mr. Petri Pihlajaniemi /
Pihlacon and plans  for  turning  the  building  into  an  arts  and events
venue started.

The objective and needs of the 
proposed practice

The objective is to refurbish a part of Seinäjoki’s built heritage and to
make meaningful use of it. Several actors elsewhere in the city centre
are looking for new premises for their activities.
Main stakeholders:
City of Seinäjoki Cultural services public

• The Seinäjoki Art Hall (kunsthalle) and art hoteque
• Louhimo children’s cultural centre (music)
• The Culture Office (administration & events)
• The Seinäjoki community college: wood and metal work shops
(recreational work)

University of the Arts Helsinki’s Sibelius Academy public
• Seinäjoki office

Onnen Juurella Oy private
• The restaurant

Taito South Ostrobothnia (regional crafts association/ third sector)
• Taito Shop Rustoopuori
• Crafts and design school Näppi
(mainly for kids) third sector/association

Owner Petri Pihlajaniemi
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The concrete activities 
implemented 

See  also  point:  ‘The  background  of  the  practice’
A development project is in action throughout year 2019. The project is
funded through the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development/
Europe investing in rural areas. The project concentrates on content
creation:
Focus on user-centered design and engaging the community into the
process

• Building internal and external models for operation
• Branding and service design
• Business model for the venue space

Usercentered design
Needs analysis on how, what, when, why?

The network: Artist, Freelancers, Citizens, Customers
Focus  groups  and  short  ad  hoc  enquiries  on  social  media,  open
discussion evenings
The  internal  model  for  operations  in  the  house  (production,
communication, decision making) and the external  model  (marketing
communications, image, sales)
Designing joint projects and services (ie.events, markets, conference
services)
Engaging  people  into  the  process  of  building  the  identity  and
brand
• Collecting stories and memories
– Storing  them  for  future  generations  but  also  drawing  strenghts,
identity from them
• Applying artistic methods and means to the collected texts
– Building an audio landscape, creating lyrics, storytelling for kids and
adults, craft workshops for kids: DIY Moo-Cow
– Participating  locals  in  creating  new,  sharing,  listening  and
collaborating
• The house comes to life
– The miniature Kaleva barn pops up in the city during the summer and
autumn  presenting  the  history,  showcasing  the  future  activities  and
engaging people into the development process – in this way we stay
away from the construction site!

The new art centre will open in February 2020

Resources needed and source of
funding

Funding from the Leader local action group (LAG) Liiveri that operates
for rural development funding in the province of South Ostrobothnia.

12 months, 47.000€ 

The renovation budget is ≥ 11 M€ (by owner of the building)

Financial instrument Private investment

Public  and  third  sector  actors  and  entrepreneurs  as  tenants  in  the
privately-owned premises.

Public Private Partnership The City of Seinäjoki is the biggest tenant and creates content for the
house. The combination of the network is rare: semi-public service that
is  build  on  common  values  and  operations  that  helps  overcome
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organisational barriers.

Time scale (start/end date)

Evidence of success (results 
achieved)

• The combination of the network is rare: semi-public  service that is
build on common values and operations that helps overcome usual
organisational barriers.

• Cooperation  adds  value  to  our  work,  but  also  to  the  users’
(customers, artists, visitors) experience

• The new art centre will open in February 2020

Challenges encountered 
(optional)

Challenge is to find fixed solutions for both private businesses to thrive
but  also  making  accessible  and  affordable  cultural  services  for  the
citizens that is the main purpose of a public operator: provide common
cultural services in return for paid taxes.

Potential for learning or transfer The private investor has chosen to specialise on refurbishing heritage
buildings; this is a perspective to real estate business activities that is
not geographically bound, but if private investors are not willing to see
the  value  of  heritage,  but  rather  tears  down  old  to  build  new,  the
practice is impossible to transfer anywhere.

Engaging people into the process of creating the identity and brand for
the building by applying user-centred design and service design.

Further information N/A
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Peer review

Description of 
the good prac-
tice

Score 
5- very 
good,  4- 
good,  3-
neutral, 2- 
poor, 1- 
very poor, 
NA- not 
applicable

Potential weakness and 
strengths identified 

Recommendations for im-
provements 

The background 
of the practice, 
objective and 
needs of the 
proposed practice

Weakness:
- The  strong  needs

of funding

Strengths:
- The  vision  and

values
- Good planning from

a  LEADER  project
before  the
refurbishment  and
while  renovation
was going on

The concrete 
activities 
implemented, 
resources and 
source of funding

Strengths:
- Constant  renting

agreement
- New  activities

premises  for  the
community

Financial instru-
ments and/or 
public-private 
partnership used

Score Appropriateness,  suitability
and effectiveness 

Recommendations for im-
provements

Financial - Grant  from  the
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instrument LEADER project
- Payment of rents
- Private investments
- Public  authority

creates  content  for
private investments

- Good  example  of
co-operation
between  investors
and the city

Public Private 
Partnership

Weakness:
- Sharing  risk

between public and
private

Potential for 
learning or 
transfer

Score Weakness Strengths

Hard  to  implement
elsewhere  due  to  the
peculiarity of the building

Please answer the following questions concerning the good practice

Does the good practice show 
any innovation? Technical, 
environmental, social, 
economic innovation…

Social innovation: activities for young and families; 
different activities and workshops

Which aspects did this good 
practice support the most? 
Cooperation, specific technical 
innovation, process innovation,
creation of jobs, financial 
sustainability…

Co-operation
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Good practice: Valorizing the cultural heritage of tango in Finland

Author contact information

Name Regional Council of South Ostrobothnia / Eliza Kraatari

Email eliza.kraatari(a)etela-pohjanmaa.fi

Telephone +358 40 4879222

Your organisation

Country Finland

Region South Ostrobothnia

City Seinäjoki

Organisation in charge of the good practice

Name of the organisation in 
charge of this good practice

Seinäjoen tangomarkkinat Oy
Satumaa ry

Location of the organisation in 
charge

Finland, South Ostrobothnia, Seinäjoki

 

Detailed description 

Title of the practice Valorizing the cultural heritage of tango in Finland

Short summary of the practice Tango  music  and  dance  was  first  introduced  in  Finland  in  1913.  It
became popular first through translated songs, but by the late 1930s
the first Finnish tangos won break-throughs. In the time of WWII and
the years afterwards, tango had a special role: for many, tango songs
gave comfort and hope amid experiences of losses and confusion.

Tango  music  and  dancing  boomed  especially  in  the  1960s  and
continued to do so until newer music genres took a stronger hold in the
late 1970s and 1980s. But already in 1985 the Tangomarkkinat event,
held in Seinäjoki from the beginning, brought tango back to limelight.
The  two-day  event  has  later  grown  into  a  5-day  festival  including
singing and dancing on the streets, a tango parade, dance courses,
dance competitions and,  most  famously  and importantly,  the  singing
contest where the winners are crowned as the ‘tango king’ and ‘tango
queen’.  As the word ‘markkinat’ stands for ‘market’,  there also is  an
area for diverse entrepreneurs’ and associations’ booths. The annual
Tangomarkkinat festival engages hundreds of thousands of visitors and
spectators.  It  can even be said that the Tangomarkkinat  festival  has
itself turned into a tradition.

The  tango  association  Suomalaisen  Tangon  Satumaa  ry  (ry  =
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registered association) was established in 2004 among the many tango
associations in  different  parts  of  the country.  Finnish tango is made
known even internationally:  the Finnish Tango & Dance International
Association promotes tango in Japan.

In 2000, Seinäjoki and Buenos Aires were declared the world’s leading
tango cities. There have been many projects to promote skills, know-
how and internationalisation of tango.

Finnish tango welcomes all ages from juniors to seniors. The Satumaa
association’s different events include dance evenings, music festivals,
singing contests and competitions for composing new tangos.

Also,  the  Satumaa  association  initiated  the  process  of  establishing
tango in Finland on the Unesco’s list of intangible heritage. Tango is
now  enlisted  on  Finland’s  national  list  of  intangible  heritage,  but  it
craves more dedicated co-operation between associations and other
actors  to  achieve  the  Unesco  intangible  heritage  list  nomination  to
Finnish tango.

Description of the cultural 
heritage

Tango music and dance were first introduced in Finland in 1913. It soon
became popular  and especially  in  the  time of  WWII  and  the  years
afterwards,  tango  had  a  special  role  in  dealing  with  losses  and
emotional loads. Tango boomed in the 1960s.

Typical to the Finnish tango is the sense of longing, either for the loved
one or the far-away land of dreams – or both. The sentimentality, minor
scales, nostalgia and nature metaphors make the tangos approachable
to wide audiences, also beyond Finland.

The notion of tango may easily refer to nostalgic images that entwine
pale summer nights at dance halls with accordion music that gives the
clear rhythm to the Finnish ‘marching style’ tango. Nostalgia might be
one reason why  tango continues  to  be  an essential  part  of  Finnish
culture, even a building block of identity. This applies also to the Roma
minority  in  Finland,  for  whom  tango  is  also  important.  Many  tango
singers of Roma background have succeeded in the Tangomarkkinat
singing contests and won large popularity in Finland. Indeed, tango has
helped  to  overcome  cultural  boundaries  and  enhanced  social
coherence.

Although the iconic singers of  1950s and 1960s still  have a special
meaning  for  many,  tango  music  and  culture  have  lived  on  and
developed.  New  generations  of  singers  give  new  interpretations  of
standard tangos and new tangos are composed. The changing zeitgeist
is present also in tango lyrics and new sounds have been embraced to
tango music. The numerous tango associations and diverse activities
make tango a vivid part of Finnish cultural heritage.

The background of the practice The 1970s brought along a change in popular culture that diminished
the  role  of  traditional  dancing  events  and  increased  the  role  of
television.  The  Tangomarkkinat  event  brought  the  two  together  and
proved to be successful. First an act of an association and Seinäjoki
City, the event grew so that there was established a business solution,
Seinäjoen Tangomarkkinat Ltd. 
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Satumaa ry is a Seinäjoki based tango association that promotes tango
culture and organises smaller events and singing competitions for the
young and the senior singers. These two modes of activity, as business
and through an association, keep tango heritage vivid and transfer it
from one generation to another.

The objective and needs of the 
proposed practice

The  objective  of  the  practice  is  to  cherish  Finnish  tango  culture,
including  music,  dance  and  singing.  It  can  even  be  said  that  the
Tangomarkkinat festival has turned into a tradition that keeps up the
Finnish  tango  tradition.  The  Satumaa  association  for  one  supports
tango culture with the smaller activities. The City of Seinäjoki supports
both actors in different ways, such as subsidies (for the association)
and co-operation (infrastructure,  incl.  road closures during the tango
festival) with the tango festival.
Main stakeholders:
- Tangomarkkinat Ltd & stakeholders / co-operators, partners
- Satumaa ry
- City of Seinäjoki
- Järviradio, Alfa TV
Beneficiaries:
- A large number of the local accommodation and catering businesses
- A significant number of other local and regional businesses
- Other tango associations in Finland
Other partners:
- Embassies of Argentina and Uruguay

The concrete activities 
implemented 

Satumaa Association,  est.  2004,  organises different  events,  such as
concerts,  singing competitions for  the  young and the old along with
song  composing  competitions.  The  association  took  initiative  for
labelling  Finnish  tango  as  a  UNESCO  intangible  cultural  heritage
objective. Finnish tango was enlisted on the national list in 2017.
The  Seinäjoen  Tangomarkkinat  Ltd  organises  the  Tangomarkkinat
festival, a mass event concentrating on tango culture in Finland. The
festival is best known for the annual singing contest for the titles of the
‘tango king’ and ‘tango queen’. The festival organisation has developed
over decades; Seinäjoen Tangomarkkinat Ltd was established in 1997.

Resources needed and source of
funding

The Satumaa association’s budget of 2017 was approximately 22 900
€.  The sum includes public  funding  of  4000 euro.  Other  sources of
income are the events, membership fees and private subsidies. As the
association is  non-profit,  it  does not  aim at  creating any remarkable
surplus. In 2017, expenses rose to 25 800 €.

The  annual  turnover  of  the  Seinäjoen  Tangomarkkinat  Ltd  is
approximately 1,3 M€. Despite the growth through the years, the event
still  requires and employs a remarkable number of volunteers during
the festival.

Financial instrument The  Satumaa  association  applies  for  and  has  been  successful  in
receiving small subsidies. Small scale sponsorships are also a regular
part of funding the association’s activities.
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The Tangomarkkinat festival has been run as a business since 1997.
Sponsorship  and  marketing  contracts  along  with  other  cooperation
modes are important and a central element for the Tangomarkkinat Ltd.
(see ‘Yhteistyökumppanit’ (’Partners’)  on  Tangomarkkinat  front  page:
http://www.tangomarkkinat.fi 

Public Private Partnership City  of  Seinäjoki  cooperates  with  the  Tangomarkkinat  festival  (e.g.
infrastructure) and funds associations (incl. Satumaa association).

Timescale (start/end date) Tangomarkkinat  festival  has  been  organised  since  1985.
Satumaa association was founded in 2004.

Evidence of success (results 
achieved)

The Tangomarkkinat  festival  continues to be  a popular  event  with a
history of 35 years. Finnish tango has been enlisted on the national list
of intangible heritage; initiative was taken by the Satumaa ry. Finnish
tango music and especially tango evergreens are well-known among
different  generations.  Tango culture  has  succeeded to lower  cultural
boundaries  between  the  ethnically  Finnish  and  the  Finnish  Roma
minority. 

Challenges encountered 
(optional)

Tangomarkkinat  festival  has  developed  from  an  association-based
activity into a culture & music business. This worked as a solution to
instabilities that were faced earlier. However, the cooperation between
the  Tangomarkkinat  Ltd  and  the  Satumaa  association  occasionally
falters and requires more work from both sides.

Other  challenges are  the changes  in  popular  music  culture  and the
culture  of  dance  hall  dancing,  which  is  seen  slowly  ceasing.  The
challenge is,  whether  a generational  change actually  takes place in
Finnish  tango  scene  or  whether  it  diminishes  along  with  the  elder
generation. Then again, this is the challenge that Satumaa association
for one addresses with its activities intended for the young.

Potential for learning or transfer

Potential for learning: as an annual festival grows and is established, it
requires professional management and adjustments to more business-
like modes of action. Still,  voluntary work is extremely important and
therefore maintaining good relations with stakeholders and volunteers
requires proper attention.

Potential for learning and transfer: when interests in cherishing cultural
heritage are shared, there are a lot of possibilities for synergies on both
sides  (e.g.  associations,  businesses).  This,  however,  requires
negotiations and openness that fosters mutual trust and, thus, enables
continuity both for the heritage objective and related activities.

Further information

https://wiki.aineetonkulttuuriperinto.fi/wiki/Tango_in_Finland

https://www.suomalaisentangonsatumaa.fi/

http://www.tangomarkkinat.fi/in-english/
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Peer review

Description of 
the good prac-
tice

Score 
5- very 
good,  4- 
good,  3-
neutral, 2- 
poor, 1- 
very poor, 
NA- not 
applicable

Potential weakness and 
strengths identified 

Recommendations for im-
provements 

The background 
of the practice, 
objective and 
needs of the 
proposed practice

Strengths:
- Cooperation/

connection with 
international third 
parties

- Strong involvement
of local community

Weakness:
- Too much based on

voluntary works

 To bring together the 
different small associations
in order to have small 
actors and big event at the
same level: it could help to
give more visibility to the 
associations during the 
festival

The concrete 
activities 
implemented, 
resources and 
source of funding

Strengths:
- Originality of the 

combination
- Wide practice in 

terms of “age” 
group

Weakness:
- But it’s true the last 

strength? It’s more 
popular amongst 
elder people…

Financial instru-
ments and/or 
public-private 
partnership used

Score Appropriateness, suitability 
and effectiveness 

Recommendations for im-
provements

Financial 
instrument
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Public Private 
Partnership

The City supports the 
event through cooperation
in giving public spaces for 
the festival

Shouldn’t the city invest 
more in visibility?

Potential for 
learning or 
transfer

Score Weakness Strengths

Good potential for 
transferring
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